Sola

The cushion-like management grade upholstery lends this dynamic-looking chair an informal air, inviting people to take a seat.

Sola
290 range, design: Justus Kolberg, licensed by Davis furniture

In typical Wilkhahn style, the swivel-mounted and height-adjustable Sola conference chair combines innovative comfort with a crisp design and high-quality appeal. The chair’s aesthetic is defined by the linear shape of the seat shell
and the distinctive lines of the aluminium frame. The frame branches out from the centre column into a V-shaped support that culminates in the armrests. The clever part is that the slender seat shell is swivel-mounted at the front and
connected with a V-shaped support by two pressure springs at the rear. As a result, the chair offers sprung comfort,
adjustable to suit preferences and a rocking motion so body and mind stay alert however long meetings last.
In addition to the clear design and the rocking feature, the first-class craftsmanship of the upholstery is also impressive.
The back of the covered plywood shell includes double-thickness upholstery which creates a gap all the way round.
This enhances the already slender profile. The type with management grade upholstery also has facing all the way
round and quilted stitching, lending the chair a classy and slightly luxurious touch.
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Its castors and ergonomic qualities make Sola an especially versatile piece of furniture ideal for conference rooms to meeting and project spaces
to executive boardrooms.

Sola coordinates with customised design concepts due to the broad range of frame surfaces and upholstery available.

Precision and an attention to detail is also reflected in the upholstery. Stitching across the front divides the backrest into two areas and prevents
unwelcome creases from forming.

In detail

The shell, swivel-mounted at the
front, sits on the V-shaped support
due to two pressure springs at the
back. The springs are encapsulated,
making them look like shock absorbers. One acts as a force accumulator
the other allows adjustment of the
counterpressure. The lever to adjust
the height is integrated in a subtle
and space-saving way.

A practical serrated knob can be
turned to make the counter pressure
harder or softer depending on body
weight, leverage and individual
preferences. A retractable, easy-touse lever will stop the chair from
rocking if required. Whatever way
you look at Sola, it’s a sophisticated
chair with an exceptional and
high-quality design.

Frame surfaces

Aluminium high-lustre polished, coated black matt or in a silver satin finish

Upholstery materials

60 | 62 | 63 | 66 | 67 | 68 | 69 | 74 | 87
See the price list or catalogue for all upholstery materials and more colours

Optional armrest pads

Black plastic or leather 74, 87
You can find all upholstery materials and further colours in our media center

Technical information
Swivel-mounted conference chair, height adjustable via a gas lift with a unitary seat shell made of moulded plywood, covered on
the rear, upholstery element on the inside with padded cut foam, management grade upholstery also with facing all the way
round and with quilted stitching. Superior sprung comfort due to an adjustable rocking capability. Frame made of die-cast
aluminium and consisting of a five-star base frame, optionally on glides or load-dependent breaking twin wheel swivel castors,
V-shaped bearer and armrests, optionally with armrest pads.

With top-quality leather and a high-lustre polished frame, Sola is conference culture at its best – here with the matching Logon table model.

Conference excellence: Sola places emphasis on superb design, activating comfort and premium quality.

Sola conference chair
290 range. Design: Justus Kolberg, 2015.
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